THE BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO ROCK PAINTING:

ACRYLICS, TOOLS, & SEALANTS

HERE'S WHAT'S INSIDE!

- Best paint to use on rocks
- Learn all about different Art Tools for painting
- Everything beginners need to know about Sealants
ACRYLICS, TOOLS, & SEALANTS: WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW!

Acrylic or Oil paint? Cheap or Expensive Artist brushes? Paint-on Sealer or Spray-on?

These are just some of the questions I get from my readers and Facebook group members...ALL THE TIME!

But, that’s ok. I would rather have my readers have EPIC Wins with their rock painting projects than have EPIC Fails!

Don’t you fret, this definitive guide of rock painting supplies and tools will inform you all about the best paints to use, art tools most commonly used, and the all-important step to rock painting: sealants.

After you read this, you will know what acrylics are and how to use them, the anatomy of a paintbrush and how to clean and care for them, the basics of paint pens, and last but not least the differences between sealants.
WHAT IS ACRYLIC PAINT?

Acrylic paint is water-based and is made up of pigment suspended in acrylic polymer emulsion. Which means acrylic paint is fast-drying and is highly versatile and can be mixed with acrylic gels, water, pouring mediums or pastes to be used in mixed media art.

Craft acrylic paint is the preferred choice for most rock painters. It comes in many colors, it’s cheap and has a thin consistency that’s easy to paint with on rocks. Heavy-body acrylic paints can be used but will need to be thinned down with water or an acrylic medium for smooth thin strokes.

Choosing your paints can take a while since there are so many colors and types of acrylics to choose from. You have the thicker matte colors that are good with blending and the beautiful metallics that also blend pretty easy. I find glitter paint to be a bit thinner and require more than one layer to adequately show. There is never a wrong answer when choosing colors though. beauty is in the eye of the beholder.

Benefits of Using Acrylic Paint

- Fast drying time, and it’s highly resistant to water once the paint dries.
- It’s water-soluble which makes clean-up easy with just soap and water.
- Create a watercolor look by applying a wet brush over the wet paint.
- Acrylic paint is more flexible than oil paint, and there’s no cracking for thick coats of paint.
- Less toxic and fewer fumes compared to oil-based paints.
- You can use acrylic paint on virtually anything, but it cannot adhere to surfaces that contain oil or wax.
Mediums can be added to acrylic paint to give it different effects and finishes by making it glossy, matte, or textured. You can also use mediums to change the consistency from thin to thick.

Gloss Medium:
Gloss mediums make acrylic paint thinner and more fluid. It also enhances the luminosity of the acrylic paint color. It also makes the paint more transparent and dries to a light sheen.

Matte Medium:
Matte medium will give your acrylic paint a semigloss look since acrylics have a natural gloss adding a matte medium will make the sheen subtle.

I have personally used and recommend: Deco Art, Apple Barrel Hand Made Modern, and Folk Art brands.

**ANATOMY OF AN ARTIST PAINT BRUSH**

Now, what is an Artist without their tools? For you, this would be brushes. Those that use acrylic paints are lucky because they have a wider range of brushes at their disposal. You can use the stiff bristled brushes like oil painters use or the synthetic ones like a watercolor artist uses. It really depends on what you are trying to accomplish. Different techniques require the use of different brushes.

Brush size depends on the size of the stones you are painting on. Typically, small size brushes are used for detail work, and mid-size brushes are probably the largest size you will need to for painting on stones.

Synthetic brushes are usually made from nylon or polyester material. These brushes are recommended for acrylic painting, and it’s easy to clean with just soap and water.
ANATOMY OF A PAINT BRUSH
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TYPES OF BRUSHES
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THERE ARE TWO MAIN BRUSH SHAPES: RECTANGULAR/FLAT AND ROUND/POINTED

1. Round Brush - It is rounded with a pointed tip, good for detailing, outlining your work, great for painting in small areas on your rock, and create thick to thin lines depending on the pressure used.

2. Flat Brush - This brush has a square end which allows the paint to be spread quickly and evenly, painting in large areas, can use edge for think lines, and straight edges.

3. Bright Brush - This one is more curved on the side becoming flat toward the top, it is shorter than its cousin the flat brush and also tends to be a stiff bristled brush. It is good for both thinner and thicker paints, and for more short controlled strokes.

4. Fan Brush - This brush is hair that fans out which are good for blending and feathering making trees and clouds.

5. Filbert - These are flat brushes with a more domed shape on the end, they are good for up close detail work and blending edges.

6. Angled Brush - These are versatile brushes have a flat angular tip that can be used for coverage as well as detailed work, they’re good for doing corners and have better angles than other brushes as well as being able to get to small spaces with the tip.

7. Detail Brush - This can also be called a fine liner brush. It’s a smaller version of the round brush. Good for detail work when painting on rocks, creates fine lines, and it also used in Mandala dot art as well.
HERE ARE SOME IMPORTANT TIPS FOR KEEPING YOUR BRUSHES LOOKING NEW

1. Never let the paint dry on your paintbrush. Acrylic paint dries quickly and that’s why it’s important to keep your brush wet. Dried acrylic paint can be difficult to remove, but is possible.

2. Keep the ferrule paint-free. The ferrule is the part of the brush that connects the bristles to the handle. Getting paint on the ferrule can be a pain to remove the paint and it can also damage the bristles over time.

3. Don’t leave your paint brushes in a water cup for long periods of time. This will distort the bristles causing it to bend and fray. Keep your brushes upright or horizontal to protect the bristles.

DOTTING TOOLS FOR MANDALA DOT ART

Dotting tools are most commonly used for making nail art designs but is becoming popular with rock painting too. Mandala dot art can be achieved by using dotting tools and comes in a variety of sizes.

DOTTING TOOL MAINTENANCE:
1. Wipe your dotting tools clean with a wet towel while the paint is still wet.

2. Use isopropyl alcohol to clean dried on paint from your dotting tools. Only on metal tip dotting tools.

3. Clean plastic and other dotting tools with really hot water and scrub with towel; repeat if needed.
DOTTING TOOLS MAINTENANCE

- Wipe your dotting tools clean with a wet towel while the paint is still wet.
- Use isopropyl alcohol to clean dried on paint from your dotting tools. Only on metal tip dotting tools.
- Clean plastic and other dotting tools with really hot water and scrub with towel; repeat if needed.

DIY DOTTING TOOLS:
If you’re just getting started and want to save some money then consider making your own dotting tools. There are some items laying around your home waiting for you to paint with. Toothpicks, pencil erasers, the tip of the handle of paint brushes, Bobbie pins, or an empty ballpoint pen. The options are endless!
WHAT ARE PAINT PENS?

Paint pens or sometimes called paint markers can be used to permanently color or write on surfaces such as paper, metal, rocks, rubber, plastic, ceramic, and glass. Paint pens are available in water-based and oil-based paint and a variety of colors and sizes. Paint pens provide more control than a paint brush for most, that’s why these are becoming “The” most popular painting supplies for artists and even more with beginners.

There are several types and brands of paint pens that are used for decorating rocks. Water-based and Oil-based paint pens work well on rocks and it’s up to the painter’s personal preference. Here are a few things to consider when using paint pens:

- Fast dry time and it’s highly resistant to water once it’s dry.
- It’s water-based, which make clean-up easy with just soap and water.
- Create a watercolor look by applying a wet brush over the wet paint.
- Paint Pens can come in a variety of tips sizes from extra fine to broad.
- Large selection of colors, metallics, chalk paint pens to choose from many brands available in craft stores and online retailers.
- Great option for beginner painters to use for detail work.
- Ideal for hand-lettering words.

WHY YOU SHOULD USE PAINT PENS

- Fast dry time and it’s highly resistant to water once it’s dry.
- It’s water-based, which make clean-up easy with just soap and water.
- Create a watercolor look by applying a wet brush over the wet paint.
- Paint Pens can come in a variety of tips sizes from extra fine to broad.
- Large selection of colors, metallics, chalk paint pens to choose from many brands available in craft stores and online retailers.
- Great option for beginner painters to use for detail work.
- Ideal for hand-lettering words.
**WATER-BASED PAINT PENS:**
Like acrylic paint, water-based paint pens have a fast drying time and are non-toxic. Depending on the brand of paint pens, some with having vivid colors while others are opaque. Rock painters prefer the water-based paint pens because it’s easier to fix mistakes and cleans up easy with soap and water.

**OIL-BASED PAINT PENS**
The oil-based paint pens will give you the same results as water-based paint pens. Some will have a strong odor smell. It’s also harder to remove if mistakes happen or an accidental stain. Paint thinners can be used to remove paint from clothing and citrus-based soap and pumice can remove oil-based paint from skin.

**IN MY EXPERIENCE...**
Water-based paint pens are the best beginner friendly option for rock painting. Sealing your painted rocks is still needed to provide extra protection. Uni Posca, Koroyla, and Artistro paint pens are just a few brands I personally used and recommend for rock painting.
WHAT WILL CLEAR SEALANTS DO FOR MY PAINTED ROCKS?

Using a varnish clear sealer on your painted rocks will provide protection against moisture damage, scratches, and UV rays.

There are two types of clear sealers: matte and gloss. Matte sealers will give your rocks a more natural look, on the other hand, the high gloss will make your rock look more like painted glass.

Aerosol sealer spray is a preferred option for most beginner rock painters. Spray sealers are quick and easy to use and can usually get the job done in 2 or 3 coats. You must the spray sealer outdoor in an open area, the fumes can be too strong to use indoors. Simply lay out all your rocks on cardboard or something to protect the ground. Start by spraying about 12 inches away from the painted rocks in a sweeping motion to get all around the rock. This is an easy and quick way to seal a lot of painted rocks at once.

If you are sensitive to odors, I would recommend a paint-on varnish since it’s odor-free and can be used indoors. Some paint-on varnishes will look cloudy, but will dry clear. Simply paint on the varnish over the painted rocks on a protected surface. Let each layer of varnish dry before applying the next layer.

I don’t recommend any glue-based sealers to seal your painted rocks, due to the fact that any moisture will cause the sealer to become tacky and will not be effective for outdoor use in humid areas. I do use glue-based sealers for decoupaging rock crafts for indoor use only.

HERE’S A VIDEO TUTORIAL BY MIRANDA PITRONE DEMONSTRATING HOW TO APPLY VARNISH ONTO PAINTED ROCKS:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XF2cb8MTKk0
WHAT IS RESIN?

Epoxy Resin is a high gloss sealer that will give your painted rocks a slick, smooth, glossy look.

Look for brands that are for home use only and contains no VOCs or fumes.

I recommend using Art Resin brand for your painted rock projects.

WATCH THIS STEP-BY-STEP VIDEO ON HOW TO USE RESIN ON ROCKS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=76K9Exf-v6Q&feature=youtu.be
11 OTHERWAYS TO DECORATE ROCKS

1. Stencils, photo by Rock Painting Guide
2. Temporary Tattoos, photo by I Love Painted Rocks
3. Puffy Paint, photo by Babble Dabble Do
4. Pigma Micron Pens, photo by Leanne 1966
5. Fabric Decoupage, photo by Mod Podge Rocks Blog
6. Transfer Paper, photo by Rock Painting Guide
7. Crayons, photo by Red Ted Art
8. Chalk, photo by Color Made Happy
9. Alcohol Inks, photo by Rock Painting Guide
10. Glitter, I love Painted Rocks
11. Paint Pouring, photo by Rock Painting Guide
16 CRAFT STORAGE SOLUTIONS
1. Art Supplies Cube Organizer by The Country Chic Cottage
2. Rainbow Organizer Cart
3. Marker Caddy by Reality Day Dream
4. Paint Pen Mason Jar holders by The Country Chic Cottage
5. DIY Paint Storage by Jennifer Maker
6. Hobby Desk
7. Art Cart by Natural Beach Living
8. DIY Paint Brush Holder by Calbeans
9. Craft Paint Wall by Infarrantly Creative
10. Canvas Paint Brush Bag
11. Craft Supply Metal Baskets by Unskinny Boppy
12. 96 hole Brush and pen holder
13. Craft Peg Board Wall by A Girl and a Glue Gun
14. DIY Framed Peg Board by Intelligent Domestications
15. Paint Brush Caddy
16. Craft Paint Crate by Remodel La Casa

**Want More?**

**IN THE NEXT GUIDE...**
You’ll learn all about painting fundamentals and techniques.

Hopefully, you enjoyed reading this guide and is excited to start your rock painting journey!

**Here’s What to Do Next**
Send me a message to rockpaintingguide@gmail.com to let me know what you think of this guide.

Also, follow me on Instagram @rockpaintingguide and join our Facebook Group where I share helpful rock painting tips & more!